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NEW DELHI: India’s tiger conservation body said
126 of the endangered big cats died in 2021, the
most since it began compiling data a decade ago.
The previous highest number of deaths per year
before the National Tiger Conservation Authority
(NTCA) began compiling data in 2012 was in 2016,
when 121 perished.

India is home to around 75 percent of the
world’s tigers. It is believed there were around
40,000 tigers at the time of independence in 1947
but hunting and habitat loss has slashed the popu-
lation to dangerously low levels. In 2010, India and
12 other countries signed an agreement to double
tiger numbers by 2022. Last year, the government
announced that it had reached the target ahead of
schedule, with an estimated 2,967 tigers in 2018
versus a record low of 1,411 in 2006. The number
is still lower than 2002 when the tiger population
stood at around 3,700 but Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi hailed it as a “historic” achievement.

The 2018 data may have been partly down to
the survey size, however, which used an unprece-
dented number of camera traps to identify individ-
ual tigers using stripe pattern recognition software.

‘Natural causes’ 
Over the past decade the biggest reason for

deaths recorded by the NTCA was “natural

causes”, but many also fell victim to poachers and
“human-animal conflict”. Human encroachment on
tiger habitats has increased in recent decades in
the country of 1.3 billion people. Nearly 225 people
were killed in tiger attacks between 2014 and 2019,
according to government figures.

Kartick Satyanarayan, founder of Wildlife SOS,
told AFP deaths due to human-animal conflict were
driven by “the fragmentation of the tiger’s natural
habitat.” “Tigers range over large jungle areas and
find it impossible to migrate to other forests with-
out crossing human habitations, increasing chances
of conflict,” he said.

Critics say that the government has also loos-
ened environmental regulations for projects includ-
ing mining. Satyanarayan also said increasing
demand for tiger skins and use of tiger body parts
in traditional Chinese medicine were some of the
major reasons for poaching.

The government has made efforts to manage the
tiger population better, however, reserving 50
habitats across the country for the animals. Con-
servation group WWF said in a report last year
that tigers were making a “remarkable comeback”
in much of South Asia as well as Russia and China.

But tigers were still under threat from poaching
and habitat destruction and the wild animal popu-
lations had fragmented, increasing the risk of in-

breeding, the WWF said. “This has reached critical
levels in much of Southeast Asia, where a snaring
crisis is decimating wildlife, including tigers and
their prey,” the group said.

The Indian government’s 2020 report mean-

while warned that many tiger populations were
confined to small protected areas. Many of the
“habitat corridors” enabling the animals to roam
between these areas were at risk due to human ac-
tivity and development, it warned. —AFP
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HYDERABAD, India: File photo shows tiger cubs bath in their enclosure with their mother Aparna (R) at the
Nehru Zoological Park in Hyderabad. India’s tiger conservation body said 126 of the endangered big cats died
in 2021, the highest toll since it began compiling data a decade ago. —AFP

‘Get ready to be kicked 
out,’ Bali warns New 
Year COVID violators 
DENPASAR, Indonesia:  Foreign revellers on Indonesia’s resort is-
land of Bali have been warned they may be deported if they are
caught violating COVID-19 health rules during New Year celebra-
tions, authorities warned yesterday. “Get ready to be kicked out,”
Bali immigration office head Jamaruli Manihuruk said in an interview
with AFP, warning that health rules must be observed as the country
seeks to fend off the Omicron variant now sweeping the world.

Bali’s governor has barred carnivals, fireworks and gatherings
of more than 50 people over the Christmas and New Year period.
Malls, restaurants and cafes must shut by 10 pm, and only operate
at 75 percent capacity.Bali’s beautiful tropical scenery, surf beaches
and party scene have made it a playground for masses of Australian
and New Zealand tourists, as well as those based in nearby cities
such as Singapore. Almost 200 tourists were deported from Bali in
2021, Manihuruk said, with seven booted out for violating COVID-
19 protocols.

In July three foreign tourists from the United States, Ireland
and Russia were sent home after they were caught not wearing
masks in public during a raid. In May, a Russian influencer and a
US-based Taiwanese YouTuber were deported after posting a
video where the former was seen strolling around Bali with a
painted mask on her face. —AFP

Former Australian 
parliament damaged 
by protest fire 
SYDNEY: Australia’s former parliament building caught
fire during a rights protest yesterday, officials said, with
the flames causing limited damage.

The blaze occurred when police broke up a traditional
Aboriginal smoking ceremony by a small number of ac-
tivists at the building’s entrance.

The Canberra building was home to the country’s fed-
eral parliament from 1927 to 1988 and now houses the
Museum of Australian Democracy.

The museum said in a statement that it is “closed until
further notice while we address fire damage caused by
protesters today”.

There was no immediate news about the extent of the
damage, but images showed flames and smoke coming
from wooden double-doors at the building’s entrance.

The vast majority of the edifice remained untouched,
and the blaze was said to have been quickly extinguished.

Activist Albert Hartnett said in a Facebook post that
police had used pepper spray to break up the demonstra-
tion, which he alleged had caused the roof of a portico to
catch fire.

The National Heritage Register-listed building has
been the scene of a series of protests by an “Aboriginal

Tent Embassy” in recent weeks.
Past protests included lighting a fire by the building’s

doors and were said to have been linked to so-called sov-
ereign citizen groups.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison said he was “disgusted”
and “appalled” by an attack on what he called a symbol
of democracy. “People should face the consequence of
their actions,” he said.  —AFP

CANBERRA, Australian: Australian federal police forensic team mem-
bers (L) examine the site after the entrance of Australia’s former par-
liament building caught fire during an Aboriginal rights protest in
Canberra yesterday. —AFP


